
Promotion Rules
"Free graphic design on the occasion of 1st place in the Super Gift 2024

competition" by the dothat

I. Definitions

1. "Organizer" - Eblis B&L Edyta Lisowska, ul. Wolności 4, Chorzów 41-500, Tax
Identification Number (NIP): PL6272239830.
2. “Participant” – a person with full legal capacity who is an authorized
representative of an organization with the NIP number or the VAT number.
3. "Gift" - a discount of 100% on graphic services (creating a design for dothat
brand shoelace covers or checking the client's design and adapting it for the
production of dothat lance charms) when ordering lance charms, available to the
Participant/Client of the Promotion who meets the Promotion conditions
specified in these Rules. The form of the Gift is precisely defined in these
Promotion Rules.
4. "Offer" - a calculation prepared by the Organizer in response to an inquiry
submitted by the Participant/Client.
5. "Order" - the type of formalized document sent to the Participant/Client to
obtain written consent for Offer execution. The Order is processed after the
Participant/Client signs and sends a scanned document to the Organizer.

II. General provisions

1. This document specifies the conditions and rules for participating in the
promotional campaign "Free Project on the Occasion of 1st Place in the Super Gift
2024 Contest," hereinafter referred to as the Promotion.
2. The Organizer of the Promotion is Eblis B&L Edyta Lisowska, ul. Wolności 4,
Chorzów 41-500, Tax Identification Number (NIP): PL6272239830.
3. The founder of the Gift is the Organizer.
4. The Promotion covered by these Rules is not a "game of chance," in particular,
not a "lottery," "promotional lottery," or "prize draw," the outcome of which
depends on chance (conducting a draw) within the meaning of Article 2 of the
Act of 19 November 2009 on gambling games (Dz. U. z 2018 r., poz. 165).
5. The Promotion Rules are available on the Organizer's website.



III. Promotion period and place

1. The promotion is limited in time and lasts from February 29, 2024, to March 29,
2024, until 4:00 PM.
2. The Promotion is organized in the Territory of the Republic of Poland and
carried out during the execution of an order by a Client participating in the
Promotion.

IV. Participation conditions

1. Participation in the Promotion is voluntary.
2. The Promotion is addressed exclusively to companies and businesses, and the
condition for participating in the promotion is having a Tax Identification Number
(NIP) for companies registered in the territory of the Republic of Poland or a VAT
number for foreign organizations.
3. Acceptance of these Rules is a condition for participation in the Promotion.

V. Promotion rules

1. Only the Organizer is authorized to award the Gift
2. The Organizer awards the Participant of the Promotion the Gift when the
Participant meets all Promotion conditions described in the Promotion Rules.
3. To receive the Gift, the Participant must provide the promo code
"SUPERGIFT2024" when submitting an inquiry for lace charms and then accept
the prepared Offer and submit the signed Order to the Organizer between
February 29, 2024, and March 29, 2024, until 16:00.
4. The Promotion applies only to orders for the Organizer's lace charms, which
received the 1st place award in the Super Gift 2024 contest in the price category
up to 5 PLN, i.e., lace charms.
5. The Participant of the Promotion will be notified of the opportunity to receive
the Gift and the conditions of its receipt via email. The Organizer also includes
information about the Gift in a special Offer prepared for the Participant/Client.
6. Each Participant may participate in the Promotion only once.
7. This Promotion cannot be combined with other promotions.



VI. Gift

1. The Gift in the Promotion is a 100% discount on graphic services, i.e., creating a
design for lace charms or preparing the Client's design, including two rounds of
corrections to the design. Each addition correction to the design is subject to
payment according to the price specified in the Offer prepared for the
Client/Participant.
2. To have a chance to receive the Gift, the Participant must provide the promo
code "SUPERGIFT2024" when submitting an inquiry for lace charms. Upon
receiving the inquiry with the promo code, the Organizer prepares a special Offer
including the Gift.
3. The Gift (in the form of a free project) will be awarded to the Participant after
they accept the Offer and sign the Order. The Participant who did not accept the
Order is not entitled to receive the Gift.
4. The Organizer is not responsible for the impossibility of providing the Gift (in
the form of a free project) due to reasons on the Participant's side. In case the
Participant does not accept the offer, the Gift (in the form of a free project) is
forfeited.

VII. Complaints

1. All complaints regarding the Promotion should be submitted via Organizer
e-mail during the Promotion period but no later than 14 days from the date of
receiving the Gift.
2. Complaints submitted after the designated period will not have legal effect.
3. The written complaint should include the name, surname, company name,
exact address of the Participant, and a detailed description and justification of the
complaint. The complaint should be sent by registered mail to the Organizer's
address with the note "Free Project on the Occasion of 1st Place in the Super Gift
2024 Contest".
4. Complaints will be processed in writing within 30 days from the date of receipt.

VIII. Final provisions

1. The Rules of the Promotion come into force on February 29, 2024.
2. The Promotion terms may change, under the condition that such changes do
not violate the acquired rights of Clients. In case of changes to the Promotion
terms, the Organizer will promptly inform via email / via website / via the
Organizer's social media.
3. Matters not regulated by these Rules shall be governed by the provisions of the
Civil Code and other applicable laws in force in the Republic of Poland shall apply.
4. Disputes relating to the Promotion will be resolved by a common court having
jurisdiction over the registered office of the Organizer.


